How to find English-taught Courses in RWTHonline

In order to find English-taught courses in RWTHonline, please follow these steps:

1. Check the list of our study programs on our website: https://www.maschinenbau.rwth-aachen.de/go/id/eaoy
2. Open RWTHonline: https://online.rwth-aachen.de/RWTHonline/ee/ui/ca2/app/desktop/#/login
3. Click on „Continue without login“ and then on „Courses“
4. Select „Filter“ and choose „English“ under „Language of Instruction“. Apply the filter afterwards.
5. In the upper bar: Choose the term you are looking for and search under „Curriculum“ for a study program out of our list. You can also filter for courses offered by our faculty by choosing „Faculty of Mechanical Engineering“ under „Organisation“.

**Attention:**
- German study programs are listed in German. Please check the list on our website for the correct title.
- Select the most recent version of the study program (depends on the year) with the designation „Bachelor“ or „Master“ and „(1-Subject)“. For example: „Simulation Sciences [2010], Master (1-Subject)“ or „Allgemeiner Maschinenbau [2011], Master (1-Subject)“
- If there are no courses available yet for the semester you are looking for, please check the course offer of the previous semester and use that information for reference.

6. Choose a course and check the information concerning contents, credit points, etc.

**Attention:**
- For further information, for example a missing course description or amount of credit points, please search for the course title under „Modules“ on the RWTHonline home screen.